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This weeks
parsha is
again full of
lots of
different and
yucky
diseases that
you can get
on your
house.I know
what you’re
thinking,
diseases on
your house?
WHAT?

Try and find the baitsa
(egg) and the matza in
this where’s wally
picture

continued on page 2

If you have any funny stories or jokes
that you want to contribute to the shira
newsletter please email
yardena.prawer@gmail.com

The Seder plate

BIBLICAL
PROFILE

Name:Pharoah
Nick name: Perri
Age: 44
Accomplishments:
Enslaved Jews for 210 years
Characteristics:
Stubborn, hardened heart,
never gives up
Reason for being
infamous: Enslaved the
jews and even after several
plagues he still refused to let
them go and even after the
plague of killing of all the
egyptian firstborns he still
chased the jews to the red
sea.
How did he die? There
are many different answers
but most people say when
the sea fell down after

THE SEDER PLATE HOLDS MANY DIFFERENT
THINGS.
Egg. The reason why we have an egg which is usually
burnt on our seder plate is that it is a symbol of
strength. The more you cook at egg the harder it
gets. Just like the Jewish people who even though
they were enslaved they still stayed strong
Bone. This is to remember the Pesach offering.

Charoset. This is very yummy even though it is s
suppose to look like cement it is filled with
all different types of yummy things. We
have it to represent the cement that
Jewish people used while making
pyramids.
did the

Weekly Joke
Helens

Joke: Why
one legged chicken
cross
the road ?
A: To get to the seco
nd
hand shop
Pebbys’ Joke: Doctor
Doctor every time i
drink
hot chocolate i hurt
my
eye.

Bitter Herb. This is to show that we were
very sad and upset while we were slaves in
egypt. We have it because when we eat it we
are supposed to cry just like our forefather
in Egypt.
A vegetable. This is placed on the seder
plate so we can later put this in the salt
water and remember the tears.
Horse raddish. This is also to make us cry
just like our forefathers in Egypt.

QUIZ
QUESTION
Who do we open the
door for during the
seder?
How many parts of the
seder are there?
Whos’ heart did
hashem harden?

